Double door parts diagram

We recommend upgrading to the latest version of Internet Explorer or Chrome or Firefox. When
shopping for door hardware that meets your specs for security, performance and style, it helps
to be able to talk the talk. Whether exploring the world of door hardware online at websites like
schlage. Parts of a door lock. Visit schlage. Sometimes called a rose, the trim is a decorative
plate attached to the door under the knob or lever. One of the strongest methods of securing a
door, deadbolts are operated only using a key from the exterior or thumbturn from the interior.
The deadbolt is typically installed on exterior doors above a knob, lever or grip for a handleset.
This refers to any plate, including trim and handleset plates, that surrounds a keyhole or lock. It
protects the lock cylinder from being drilled out, providing you with additional security, and
protects the surrounding area from being scratched by a key. A metal plate on the edge of the
door, next to the latch or deadbolt, the faceplate protects the lock from wear and tear. It may
have rounded corners or be a circular drive-in faceplate. Used with a rounded corner faceplate,
the backplate is installed with the latch so that it is positioned between the faceplate and the
latch bore the hole where your latch enters the door. Latch bolt:. Sometimes abbreviated as
latch, this is the type of lock that has a beveled, spring- operated bolt that engages when you
close the door. The spindle is the bar that connects knobs or levers through the door and
operates the lock mechanism. Strike plate:. Similar to a faceplate, the strike plate is a metal
plate that is affixed to the doorjamb and has a hole or holes that accommodate the lock bolt. It
is not only decorative. The strike plate protects the doorjamb and adds security to the opening.
Other door hardware terms. Beyond parts, there are a few more terms you might find helpful
when it comes to purchasing and installing your door hardware. The backset is the distance
from the edge of the door to the center line of the prepared cross bore hole drilled to install
most locks. With all installations, there are minimum and maximum measurements required for
your lock to be compatible. Bore holes:. Bore holes are the holes in the door that house your
door hardware and allow it to be installed. The cross bore is the main hole drilled into the face
of the door where the body of the lock chassis is installed. The latch bore, also known as the
edge bore, is the hole drilled from the side of the door into the cross bore to allow the latch of
the lock to be installed and to accommodate the sliding of the deadbolt. This stands for the
Builders Hardware Manufacturers Association. The grading system is expressed alphabetically
A, B and C and looks at three different categories: Security, Durability and Finish. Handing is a
term used to indicate how a door swings. This is important to know when choosing a
compatible lock for your use. A right-handed lever has the door hinges located on the right side
of the door as you look at it from the outside. For more information, check out our blog post on
understanding lever and door handing. Stay up-to-date on the latest style and design tips,
trends, DIY tutorials, product updates and smart home news. This website will not look or
function as originally intended in your current browser We recommend upgrading to the latest
version of Internet Explorer or Chrome or Firefox. Press Enter. Some error occurred. Try after
some time. Choose All That Apply. Single Family Builder, Custom. Single Family Builder, High
Volume. Single Family,Contractor. Multi-Family, Builder. Multi-Family, Property Manager.
Multi-Family, Property Owner. Multi-Family, Contractor. I would like to receive advertising
materials from Allegion plc and its affiliates and third parties selected by Allegion, including
newsletters, updates and promotions. Your information may be shared with third parties in
order to provide you these materials. You may unsubscribe at any time by following the
instructions in our Privacy Policy or contacting us at dataprivacy allegion. Categories 05 Door
hardware terms and parts of a door lock. Trim: Sometimes called a rose, the trim is a decorative
plate attached to the door under the knob or lever. Deadbolt: One of the strongest methods of
securing a door, deadbolts are operated only using a key from the exterior or thumbturn from
the interior. Escutcheon: This refers to any plate, including trim and handleset plates, that
surrounds a keyhole or lock. Faceplate A metal plate on the edge of the door, next to the latch
or deadbolt, the faceplate protects the lock from wear and tear. Backplate: Used with a rounded
corner faceplate, the backplate is installed with the latch so that it is positioned between the
faceplate and the latch bore the hole where your latch enters the door. Latch bolt: Sometimes
abbreviated as latch, this is the type of lock that has a beveled, spring- operated bolt that
engages when you close the door. Spindle: The spindle is the bar that connects knobs or levers
through the door and operates the lock mechanism. Strike plate: Similar to a faceplate, the
strike plate is a metal plate that is affixed to the doorjamb and has a hole or holes that
accommodate the lock bolt. Other door hardware terms Beyond parts, there are a few more
terms you might find helpful when it comes to purchasing and installing your door hardware.
Backset: The backset is the distance from the edge of the door to the center line of the prepared
cross bore hole drilled to install most locks. Bore holes: Bore holes are the holes in the door
that house your door hardware and allow it to be installed. Handing: Handing is a term used to
indicate how a door swings. How-to center. Gift guides. Related articles. Related products.

Product Details. Single Cylinder Deadbolt with Collins Trim. Contact About Find a retailer. Join
our mailing list. Sign up for easy DIY tutorials, product giveaways and discounts. Submit your
info below to receive our next update. Weekly Bi-Weekly Monthly Email subscribed! JavaScript
seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on
Javascript in your browser. How to Measure the Jamb Width? Wood Doors vs. Bottom Rail - The
bottom portion of the door. Came,Caming: Metal stripping which is soldered at the joints, used
between cut-glass pieces to assemble the pieces into a decorative glass panel. Cames are
mostly made of lead, zinc, copper, brass or brass-capped lead. Casing trim : Wood paneling or
m olding that surrounds the interior edge of a window or door frame. Used to cover the gap
between the door frame and wall. Core: The innermost layer or center section in component
construction of the door. Distressing wood: A texturing technique which makes the wood to
look old or worn. Door-lite : An assembly of a frame and glass panel, or glass window. Many
doors have more than one lite or lites. Door Slab: Only the door, no jamb, hinges, threshold, or
door hardware. Door Stop : L imits the door's opening swing. It is part of the frame and the door
rests on it when closed. Door Unit - A door with a jamb, hinges, and is bored for door hardware.
Exterior door units also include casing, brick molding, astragal and weather strips and is
pre-hung. Double Acting Door: Door which is hinged so that it can be opened both inward and
outward. Flush Bolt: A bolt used to on a non active door to keep it stationary. It is flush with the
face or edge of the door when retracted. French Door: a door with glass panes throughout its
length. French door could be a pair or not. Jamb: The vertical wood frame to which a door is
hinged to create a door unit. It also allows the door to be installed into a wall. Mull Post: The
post between the door and sidelite which is created by the door frame. Multi-Point Locking
System: This lock system which is generally 3 or 5 point system. It is controlled by levers in
multiple places in the door panel and frame. Panel: The part of the door which is raised above or
sunk below the level of the rest of the door to create depth. Pre -Hung: A full door unit with the
door hinged, jamb, frame, sill and moulding. Prefinished - Products that are stained and sealed
at the factory or warehouse before distribution. Rough Opening â€” An opening in the wall
made by standard framing materials, sized around a pre-hung unit. This is usually 2" taller and
2" wider than the door unit size. Sidelite: The side panels on either side of the door, they can be
filled with glass or wood. Typically there are two, one on each side of the door, or there can be
one on either side of the door. Sill: The bottom or piece of a door. Also known as the threshold
and usually come in aluminium or wood. Stiles: The outer pieces or edges of a door. These and
rails form the frame of the door slab. Tempered Glass: Also known as safety glass, is treated by
heating and cooling the glass so when broken it will crumble instead braking into shards.
Transom: A mounted piece of glass or wood which is above the door unit, the come in many
different shapes and sizes. This is a decorative piece and some time comes with the door unit.
Trim: The covering over a doorjamb that gives the finished look. Weather Strip: A narrow strip
that is flexible which surrounds the door to protect from moisture and air coming in when the
door is closed. People these days leave no stone un turned to make their home interiors
enormously beautiful with high-quality fixtures and other decorative accessories. One effective
way to beautify your home from inside as well as outside is to use custom doors in a variety of
sizes, styles, and artworks. Move Items to Quote. My Quote. Compare Products. Claim Door
Machining Service. Home Help Door Terminology. Door Terminology. Remove This Item
Compare. Clear All. Wish List. Add to Cart Add to Cart. Remove This Item. Go to Wish List. All
Rights Reserved. Not seeing a showroom near you? Don't worry, we'll come to you! If you want
to make a major impact, replacing your door is one of the simplest things you can do. It's an
easy way to upgrade your home, but before you tackle the project, it's a good idea to learn the
lingo of the door business. Let's take a look at all the different parts of a door, and how they all
come together. When you're more familiar with door part names, it's easier to talk to contractors
and dealers, and choose the right door for your project. The door frame is the entire framework
supporting the door, including the sill, jamb and head. This is also known as a door sash. Door
frames can be made of wood or aluminum, and are made to blend seamlessly with your home.
Download this door parts infographic map. If you have a pair of doors in your entry, the astragal
is the vertical piece that runs between them, from the sill to the head. A sweep is a piece of
weather stripping at the bottom of the door that is weather resistant and forms a seal between
the door sill and the door frame. Door sweeps increase the energy efficiency of your home. A
threshold is the transition from the door sill to the floor of the room. A threshold is a decorative
element that can be simple or elaborate, depending on your style. The strike plate is placed on
the door jamb where the hole for the bolt of the door and the bolt meet. It is a small metal plate
that is screwed to the door jamb. Sidelights are fixed glass panels attached to both or either
side of the door, outside the frame. These tall narrow windows allow more light into the home.
The door knob is the round mechanism used to open and close the door. Door knobs come in

an amazing variety of materials, such as antique brass, rubbed bronze, or satin nickel. The
hinge is the jointed device that pivots the door panel. There are different types of door hinges
used on doors including barrel hinges, pivot hinges, and concealed hinges. This is a type of
lock that is installed at the bottom of the door and is operated with your foot. There are an
incredible amount of choices when it comes to entry door locks. Two types are the cylinder
lock, which moves the
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bolt by rotating a cylinder, and the multi-point lock, which has several locking points but only
one handle. Getting to know door part descriptions is a great way to start your new door
project. For a visual of where these door parts appear, view this door parts infographic. Your
doors have a big impact on every day of your life, and replacing them will enhance your curb
appeal, save energy, and increase the value of your home. You are now subscribed to Pella
offers and inspiration. There was an error saving your information. Find a Showroom Find a
Showroom Find. Your Preferred Showroom. Site search Submit. A Quick Guide: Parts of a Door
posted on February 02, in Global Blogs If you want to make a major impact, replacing your door
is one of the simplest things you can do. Door part names Door frame The door frame is the
entire framework supporting the door, including the sill, jamb and head. Blog Categories.
Inspired Design. Exceptional Detail. Get inspiration and upcoming local offers

